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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines a diversified system of deep convolutional
neural networks with stacked fusion of spectral features for the
DCASE 2018 Task 2 [1], freesound general-purpose audio tagging.
The primary objective of this research has been to develop a
solution which can churn out decent performance and be deployed within reasonable resource constraints. The two best
performing submissions are the results of only two and three
different CNNs, with their results being combined based on a
boosted tree algorithm with fused spectral features. This paper
describes the submissions which are made under the team name
Gyat, leveraging different feature representations and data augmentations along with the marginal benefits they bring on the
table.
Experimental results show that the proposed systems and
preprocessing methods effectively learn acoustic characteristics
from the audio recordings, and their ensemble model significantly reduces the error rate further, exhibiting a MAP@3 score of
0.945 and 0.947 respectively on the public leaderboard. The
baseline score for this task has been 0.704 (public LB score).
Index Terms— Deep Learning, DCASE 2018 challenge,
Audio Tagging, frequency-delta augmentation, boosted tree
1.

INTRODUCTION

The application areas of Artificial Intelligence in the domain of
audio are endless. For example, consider a smart home surveillance system which constantly monitors an environment from the
audio signals, and can sense emergencies, say by detecting events
like glass breaking so that it can raise the necessary alarm. In
case of security systems, detecting sounds of explosions and gun
shots; driverless cars where sound event detection and tagging
can play a key-part for increased safety. Artificial Intelligence
also finds its use in real-time translation and music synthesis. For
all the above to work, such a system needs to combine multiple
functionalities involving the audio signals.


Primary and single author.

In this challenge, a small part of the big picture was presented – tagging the sounds to their appropriate classes. This paper is
organized into several sections which outline the details of the
dataset and its associated quirks; the feature engineering process
and in the end, the models consuming the extracted features to
correctly identify the class of each input sound.
2.

THE DATASET

The DCASE 2018 task 2 challenge dataset [2] was provided by
Freesound. This Dataset is an audio dataset containing 18,873
audio files annotated with labels from Google's AudioSet Ontology.
The provided sound files are uncompressed PCM 16-bit,
44.1 kHz, mono audio files with widely varying recording quality and techniques. The provided sounds are unequally distributed in the following 41 categories of the AudioSet Ontology:
"Acoustic_guitar", "Applause", "Bark", "Bass_drum", "Burping_or_eructation", "Bus", "Cello", "Chime", "Clarinet", "Computer_keyboard", "Cough", "Cowbell", "Double_bass", "Drawer_open_or_close", "Electric_piano", "Fart", "Finger_snapping",
"Fireworks", "Flute", "Glockenspiel", "Gong", "Gunshot_or_gunfire", "Harmonica", "Hi-hat", "Keys_jangling",
"Knock", "Laughter", "Meow", "Microwave_oven", "Oboe",
"Saxophone", "Scissors", "Shatter", "Snare_drum", "Squeak",
"Tambourine", "Tearing", "Telephone", "Trumpet", "Violin_or_fiddle", "Writing"
The dataset is organized into a train and a test set.
•
The train set includes ~9.5k samples unequally distributed among 41 categories. The minimum number
of audio samples per category in the train set is 94,
and the maximum 300. The duration of the audio samples ranges from 300ms to 30s.
•
Out of the ~9.5k samples from the train set, ~3.7k
have manually-verified ground truth annotations and
~5.8k have non-verified annotations. The non-verified
annotations of the train set have a quality estimate of
at least 65-70% in each category.
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•

The test set is composed of ~1.6k samples with manually-verified annotations and with a similar category
distribution than that of the train set. The test set is
complemented with ~7.8k padding sounds which are
not used for scoring the systems.
The provided data is weakly labeled, and the performances are
evaluated using MAP@3 metric.
3.

DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND AUGMENTATION

As a first step, silence removal was performed from the audio
files. The removal was performed from both the ends and inbetween. The threshold was set at 60 dB. Each file was split into
non-silent chunks and then recombined.
As a second step, the sound files were down sampled at a
sampling rate of 22050 Hz and split into 4 seconds chunks with
a 10% overlap. A second set was prepared without the down
sampling operation. Even though arguments exist against the
chunking process and inheritance of labels by each chunk, this
step became necessary since the audio files were quite long, due
to which attention-based hybrid models leveraging both spatial
and temporal patterns, alternatively popularized as convolutional
recurrent neural networks [3], [4] were extremely slow and required huge computational resources.
However, keeping in mind that Audio events may occur for
a brief period in a recording, and the chunks with inherited labels may indeed introduce some incorrect tags, a data augmentation method called Mixup [5] was employed. The next section
describes this data augmentation method, which attends to the
fact that labels are noisy. This process helped learning of robust
features which reduced the overfitting.
3.1. Mixup
Large deep neural networks are powerful but exhibit undesirable
behaviors such as memorization and sensitivity to adversarial
examples. Mixup [5] is a simple learning principle to alleviate
these issues. Essentially, Mixup trains a neural network on convex combinations of pairs of examples and their labels. By doing
so, it regularizes the neural network to favor simple linear behavior in-between training examples.
In a nutshell, Mixup constructs virtual training examples.
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and
are two examples drawn at random from our
training data, and λ ϵ [0,1]. The parameter is drawn from Beta
(α, α), for α ∈ (0, ∞). For the submitted results, α was set to 1.
Therefore, Mixup extends the training distribution by incorporating the prior knowledge that linear interpolations of feature
vectors should lead to linear interpolations of the associated targets. Mixup can be implemented in a few lines of code and introduces minimal computation overhead. Despite its simplicity, this
allows new state-of-the-art performances by increasing the robustness of neural networks when learning from corrupt labels
(which is the case here). This technique is primarily intended to

be used as part of the mini-batch augmentation, however, it
might also be used as a standard data augmentation for the training set. In both the cases, it empirically proved to be effective.
4.

FEATURE ENGINEERING

The first step in any sound recognition system is to extract features, i.e. the components of the audio signal that are good for
identifying the content.
Following the successful research activities regarding rawwaveform based models [6], [7], experimentation with a 1-D
CNN with 2 seconds of raw waveform data as input was performed. However, the network took too long to converge, and the
results didn’t appear very promising. Hence this approach was
not included in the final submission, although, this did learn
some useful features. The next focus was on analyzing the frequencies in the data.
To extract the frequency contours in the signal, a shift from
the amplitude over time to the frequency over time representation
is required. Such a representation is commonly known as spectrogram. Under this process, the signal gets sliced into overlapping frames and a window function is applied to each frame;
afterwards, a Fourier transform on each frame (or more specifically a Short-Time Fourier Transform) is performed and the
power spectrum is calculated. Subsequently mel filter banks are
applied to the power spectra, energies are summed and expressed
in the log scale.
The presented solutions use three different sets of features as
described below:
1. Feature Set – I: For each 4 second chunked clip with
10% overlaps, this set features a sliding window with a
length of 2 seconds with 50% overlap. Sampling rate
was set at 22050 Hz. The slightly longer window
choice was inspired by the performance reported in [8].
The number of mel frequency bands was set at 150,
with highest frequency clipped at 8000 Hz. Afterwards,
the deltas and delta-deltas were also computed with a
width of 9 and supplied as separate channels in the input to the network. These provided a local estimate of
the derivative of the input data along the columns.
Hence, the dimensions of this set of features are 150 x
150 x 3.
•
Feature Set – II: For the other set of chunks without the
down sampling operation, spectrograms were extracted
with a frame length of 80ms and hop length of 10ms.
Number of mel-frequency bands were set at 64. The
dimensions for this set is 64 x 401. Even though the final Feature Set – II didn’t employ down sampling, experimentation results with 22050 Hz didn’t suggest
performance degradation.
•
Feature Set – III: This set of features were extracted directly from the waveforms. Apart from computing the
basic summary statistics of the audio files like min,
max, skewness, kurtosis etc., this set also includes
summaries of the spectral features like centroid, bandwidth, rolloff, flatness, zero-crossing-rate and 12 Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficents,
Together, these three sets of features enabled the system to look
at the signal from different perspectives, e.g. over both longer
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and shorter time slices. Further, experimental results revealed
that Feature Set – I and Model – I (described below) are extremely robust and yield satisfactory performance even without the
chunking operation. (Chunking contributed to only ~0.002 positive gain). Most of the above-mentioned feature engineering
computations leverage librosa [9] implementations.
5.

CLASS IMBALANCE PROBLEM

The provided dataset suffers from class imbalance problem. For
example, classes like ‘Glockenspiel’ and ‘Scissors’ have only 94
and 95 samples available, whereas classes like ‘Tearing’ and
‘Violin_or_fiddle’ have 300 samples each. That is nearly 3 times
the rare classes. To counter this problem, for Level 1 models, the
‘class_weight’ parameter in Keras [10] was supplied with the
class proportion information. This is to inform the model to "pay
more attention" to samples from an under-represented class. For
the level 2 model, XGBoost, the ‘weight’ parameter in the DMatrix() function was leveraged.
6.

VALIDATION SCHEME

Since the evaluation metric for the leaderboard is MAP@3 and
the number of observations had been inflated, a separate validation scheme was designed to estimate the model performance.
The training data was split into different number of folds (5, 5
and 4 for the three models respectively), and their out-of-sample
predictions were used to estimate the MAP@3 and accuracy
scores for both the verified and verified-non-verified mix. Better
model performances under this scheme translated mostly in a
correlated manner to the public LB performance as well. These
out-of-fold predictions were later stacked and used to train a
level 2 model, along with the spectral features (Feature Set – III)
for generating the ensembled predictions, as described in later
sections.
7.

LEVEL 1 AND LEVEL 2 MODELS

The submitted solutions leverage a total of three different deep
convolutional neural networks (DCNN) as the level 1 models,
the details of which are given below. The predictions from these
level 1 models are further fused with the spectral features (Feature Set – III) and fed into a level 2 model.

Figure 1: Deep Convolutional Neural Networks serving as level
1 models, with stacked fusion of spectral features for the level 2
classifier.
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7.1. Model – I: VGG Style (Level 1)
Input to this network are the mel-spectrograms from Feature SetI, which are of shape 150 x 150 x 3. Each channel houses the
original, delta and delta-delta features of width 9 respectively.
The architecture is as follows:
Conv2D, stride=2, kernel_size=5, filters=32, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=32, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Max Pooling, pool_size=2, Dropout (0.3)
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=64, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=64, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Max Pooling, pool_size=2, Dropout (0.3)
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=128, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=128, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=128, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=128, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Max Pooling, pool_size=2, Dropout (0.3)
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=3, filters=512, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Dropout (0.5)
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=1, filters=512, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Dropout (0.5)
Conv2D, stride=1, kernel_size=1, filters=41, Batch Normalization,
ReLU
Global Average Pooling, Softmax

Table 1: Network architecture for the DCNN Model – I: VGG
Style
The feature learning section in the above network is inspired from VGGNet [11], and the classification section leverages network-in-network structure with 1x1 convolutions over
the volume. This made the network considerably deep and narrow. With 11 convolutional layers and added batch normalizations, this network features less than 1.5M parameters. The optimizer was minibatch gradient descent with a variant of Adam
based on the infinity norm.
The data was split into 5 folds, and their performances for
the test set were aggregated using geometric averaging. For scaling, mean and standard deviation statistics were calculated based
on the training set for each iteration (using the 4 folds), and
these values were used to transform the validation (1 fold) and
test set. The data was scaled for each channel separately.
This model is the candidate for judge’s choice award. The
performances are summarized in the results section.
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7.2. Model – II: Half-portion AlexNet featuring Cyclic
Learning Rate (Level 1)
Slightly bigger than the first one (~1.7M parameters), this model
uses the Feature Set – II as its input. The classic AlexNet [12]
performs delineation of responsibilities between the two GPUs
by separating computations in two portions. This model is based
on half-portion of AlexNet. In addition to Mixup augmentation,
this net used some more augmentations like randomly shifting
images (spectrograms) horizontally.
The optimization process leveraged cyclic learning rate [13]
policy. This method for setting the learning rate eliminates the
need to experimentally find the best values and schedule for the
global learning rates. Instead of monotonically decreasing the
learning rate, this method lets the learning rate cyclically vary
between reasonable boundary values. Training with cyclical
learning rates instead of fixed values achieves improved classification accuracy without a need to tune and often in fewer iterations. The mode was set to ‘triangular’ for this.
This model was trained on 5 folds and the results were geometrically averaged.
7.3. Model – III: SE-ResNet-50 with Cyclic Learning Rate
(Level 1)
This is the heaviest model in this solution, featuring a whooping
~26M number of parameters! This is an implementation of Residual Networks (ResNets) featuring “Squeeze-and-Excitation”
blocks [14]. “Squeeze-and-Excitation” (SE) block adaptively
recalibrates channel-wise feature responses by explicitly modelling interdependencies between channels. SE-ResNet-50 is a
specific configuration referenced from the paper.
With Feature Set – II as input, this model used mixup and
horizontal shift data augmentations, along with Cyclic learning
rates. The model was trained on 4 folds and the results were
geometrically averaged.
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is the one containing the results from the single model (Model –
I, using Feature Set – I).
8.1. Submission description
Two different submissions are provided based on the methods
described in the previous sections for the DCASE-2018 challenge, Task 2. They are:
1.

2.

Chakraborty_IBM_Task2_1: Stacked and fused ensemble of Model – I: VGG Style, Model – II: Halfportion AlexNet featuring Cyclic Learning Rate and
Model – III: SE-ResNet-50, with XGBoost as the L2
classifier.
Chakraborty_IBM_Task2_2: Simple average of the
Model – I and Model – III results.

Submission 1 scored 0.947 on the public LB and the submission
2 scored 0.945. From a solution perspective, analysis of the submitted prediction results on the rare class pockets show that this
performance trend holds true in those areas as well.
The following additional file has been provided for the
judge’s choice award:
2d_conv_sampled_2Folds_ensembled_submission.csv: This file
contains the results of the Model – I, geometrically averaged over
5 folds. This model uses Feature Set – I as the input and forms
the candidate for the judge’s award.
The Model – I in conjunction with the feature representation
in Feature Set – I was found to be extremely effective and shows
promising results in the Out-of-fold (OOF) performance with
both verified and non-verified labels. The comparisons are highlighted below:
OOF Performance
LB
Score

MAP@3

Accuracy

Model - I
Model - II

0.925

0.9071

0.8703

0.926

0.8659

0.824

Model – III

0.939

0.8751

0.8369

Chakraborty_IBM_Task2_1

0.947

0.926

0.897

Chakraborty_IBM_Task2_2

0.945

0.9207

0.8884

Network Description
7.4. Model – IV: XGBoost (Level 2)
The out-of-fold predictions for the train set were stacked together and along with the spectral features, this became the new
feature set for the level 2 classifier. Likewise, the test predictions
from the level 1 models were stacked and the new features for
the test set were created. The level 2 model was chosen to be
XGBoost [15]. XGBoost is an optimized distributed gradient
boosting library designed to be highly efficient, flexible and
portable. It implements machine learning algorithms under the
Gradient Boosting framework. Predictions from the level 1 models were aggregated to original file level before being fed into
the L2 model.
This model featured shallow trees, with ‘max_depth’ parameter set to 3. Learning rate was set at 0.03; ‘subsample’ and
‘colsample_bytree’ values were set at 0.7. 4 folds were used to
assess the performance on the train set and the results were finally aggregated using geometric averaging.
8.

RESULTS

There are two submissions under the team name Gyat. The file
named ‘2d_conv_sampled_2Folds_ensembled_submission.csv’

Table 2: Model performance comparison on both verified and
non-verified labels
OOF Performance
LB
Score

MAP@3

Accuracy

Model - I
Model - II

0.925

0.9406

0.9132

0.926

0.9222

0.8922

Model – III

0.939

0.934

0.9062

Chakraborty_IBM_Task2_1

0.947

0.9612

0.9434

Chakraborty_IBM_Task2_2

0.945

0.959

0.9402

Network Description

Table 3: Model performance comparison on verified labels only
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As can be seen above, from a single model perspective, the
Model – I with Feature Set – I outperforms the rest (single models) with only ~1.5M parameters. However, in terms of public
LB performance, this model seems to score on the lower side.
Then again, this could be for the fact that Public LB computes
the results only on 19% of the test set’s manually verified samples. That is only about 300 files.
9.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, different solutions are presented with different
configurations, along with their parameters. The submissions use
three different CNNs for generating the level 1 predictions.
These predictions are stacked and fused with the spectral features to form a new feature set, which is trained using a level 2
model, chosen to be XGBoost. This prediction scores 0.947 in
the public LB. A simple average of the Model – I and Model III scores 0.945 in the public LB.
The Model – I, along with Feature Set – I forms the candidate for judge’s choice award. Its ensemble with any other solution makes more robust predictions, at the expense of an increase in the number of parameters.
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